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abandonment options, 85
airline industry, oil price hedging, 108
Asian Tsunami (2004), 108

recovery of the Merlin Beach Hotel, 189
automotive manufacturing (UK), competitiveness,

103–4

Bankhaus Herstatt, foreign exchange settlements,
34–5

Barings Bank collapse, 8, 120
Bernoulli’s law, 49–50
Brent Spar, 159–60
business cycle, sensitivity of corporate value to,

43–4

capital asset pricing model, 17
capital market instruments, 69–73

committed credit facilities, 73
contingent capital, 73
credit swap arrangements, 70–3
securitized risk instruments, 69–70

catastrophe bonds (cat-bonds), 57–8
Caterpillar, foreign exchange rate exposure, 36–7
centralized risk handling, 180–7
centralized risk management and decentralized

responsiveness, 202–15
CEO integrity and accountability issues, 7–9
Chief Risk Officer (CRO) role, 137
clan control, 181–2
cognitive bias related to risk, 189–90
Coloplast, vulnerability to political developments,

10–11
Columbia accident (NASA), 194–6
committed credit facilities, 73
commodity price changes, financial hedging,

105–8
contingency planning, 167–9, 196–8
contingent capital, 73
contracting options, 85
core competencies analysis, 152
corporate culture

and response capability, 187–98
creating an opportunity-aware culture, 191–2
employee involvement in risk management,

189–91

groupthink problem, 190
knowledge and information sharing, 190–1
risk-awareness culture, 187–96, 197–8
role in an uncertain environment, 181–2
significance of weak risk signals, 192–3

corporate equity, interest rate sensitivity, 42
corporate equity exposure calculation, 43
corporate exposures, 35–8

endogenous risk factors, 78–9
evaluation, 127–8
exogenous risk factors, 78, 79
operational risks, 78–9
role for real options, 84
strategic risk factors, 79
strategic risk management, 81–3

corporate governance failure
potential risks, 7–9
tightening of regulatory controls, 9–10

corporate value, sensitivity to the business cycle,
43–4

COSO ERM framework, 121
credit swap arrangements, 70–3
cyclical experiential learning, dealing with the

unknown, 169–73

decentralized risk handling, 180–7
decision-making structures, 193–6
deferral options, 85–6
derivative instruments, 60–7, 69

cylinder options, 65
double option strategies, 65–6
exchange-traded standardized contracts, 60
futures contracts, 60–2, 63–4, 67, 69
hedging interest rate exposures, 66–7, 69
interest rate swaps, 66–9
market types, 60
options contracts, 64–8
over-the-counter tailored contracts, 60, 64–5

Dey Report (Toronto Stock Exchange, 1994),
120–1

disaster recovery, behaviour of senior
management, 187–9

double option strategies, 65–6
duration concept, 40–1
dynamic capabilities, 15
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earnings variability
and overall performance, 16–21
outcomes of effective risk management, 16–21
reducing volatility, 99–105
risk management precautions, 15–16

Eastman Kodak, impact of technological change,
10

economic exposures, 35–8
foreign exchange risk analysis, 39
interacting influences on, 45–6
measurement, 105–7

economic risks, 24
effective risk management

comprehensive strategic risk management
model, 21

dual aims of strategic risk management, 25–30
effects on earnings variability, 16–21
effects on performance, 16–21
enhancing upside potential, 21–7, 30–1
measurement of effectiveness, 21–30
multiple conceptualizations of risk, 30–1
range of capabilities involved, 25
risk–return relationships, 16–21
RME correlation with corporate performance,

25
RME indicator, 21–30
strategic responsiveness model, 21

employee involvement in risk management,
189–91

endogenous risk factors, 78–9
RME indicator, 24–5

Enron, misleading accounting, 9
enterprise risk management (ERM), 80

Chief Risk Officer (CRO) role, 137
aims of the approach, 123
appropriate organizational structure, 133–4
communication of risk policies, 138
corporate culture, 133–5
COSO ERM framework, 121
distinctive characteristics, 128
drivers for development, 121–3
engagement of people, 138
ERM framework, 128–9
formalized reporting structure, 135–8
information support systems, 138
internal environment, 133–4
leadership, 133–5
organizing roles and responsibilities, 135–8
purpose of the ERM approach, 128
requirement for specific capabilities, 138
risk analysis, 132
risk evaluation and responses, 132–3
risk identification, 131–2
risk management process, 129–31
risk quantification and aggregation, 132
role for internal audit, 137–8

shortcomings of the ERM framework,
138–43

support systems, 138
training requirements, 138

enterprise risk management (ERM) framework
modifications

centralized and decentralized risk handling,
180–7

decision-making structures, 193–6
handling of interrelated risks, 180–7
handling of unpredictable and unrelated risks,

180–7
integration with strategic planning, 178–80
limitations of a rigid framework, 214–15
organization of risk management activities,

180–7
organizational aspects, 187–98
response capability and corporate culture,

187–98
risk-awareness culture, 187–98

enterprise-wide risk management, 13 see also
enterprise risk management (ERM)

environmental hazards, 23–4
environmental scanning, 146–59

common risk management language, 153
company risks, 152–3
conditional viewing, 147–8
economic impact of the identified risk, 155–7
evaluation of identified risks, 155–7
formal search, 147–8
general environmental risks, 148–50
identification of specific risk factors, 154–5
industry level risks, 150–1
influence matrix, 157–9
informal search, 147–8
likelihood of the risk event occurring, 155–7
limitations of a rigid framework, 214–15
modes of scanning, 147–8
risk map, 156–7
SWOT analysis, 154–5
undirected viewing, 147–8

exchange-traded derivatives, 60
exogenous risks and hazards, 78–9

economic risks, 24
environmental hazards, 23–4
potential effects of, 112–16
RME indicator, 23–4
strategic risks, 24

expansion options, 85–6
experimentation and selectionism, dealing with

the unknown, 169–73
external venturing, real options application, 92–5

fat-tailed probability density functions, 50
finance discipline, risk management perspective,
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financial hedging
applicability, 109–12
commodity price changes, 105–8
direct and indirect effects of events, 107–9
interest rate changes, 105–8
interrelated effects of types of risk, 107–9
limitations of traditional practices, 109–12
longer-term perspectives, 109–12
measuring economic exposures, 105–7
reducing periodic earnings volatility, 99–105
traditional practices, 99–109

firm-specific investment rationale, 101–2
five-forces model (Porter), 82, 150–1
foot-and-mouth disease outbreak, economic

impacts, 109
foreign currency hedging

operating exposures, 104–5
reducing periodic earnings volatility, 99–105
traditional practices, 99–109
transaction exposures, 104–5

foreign exchange rate exposures, 33–9
causes, 38
economic exposures, 39
operating exposures, 39
practical risk management, 38–9
risk management perspective, 12
transaction exposures, 39
translation exposures, 39

foreign exchange rates, interacting influences on,
45–6

formal risk management cycle, 12–13
Franklin National Bank, currency speculation, 34,

35
futures contracts, 60–4, 67, 69

Gaussian ‘bell curve’ distribution, validity in
catastrophe situations, 49–50

German Control and Transparency in Business
Act (1998), 120–1

global environment, risks associated with, 112–16
global outsourcing, potential consequences,

115–16
global supply chain risks, 7

potential consequences of streamlining, 115–16
groupthink problem, 190
Grove’s six forces diagram, 82–3

hedging see financial hedging; foreign currency
hedging; risk-transfer markets

Hengchun earthquake (Taiwan, 2006), 7
hierarchical decision structures, 193–6
high reliability organizations (HROs)

‘mindfulness’ state, 169
risk awareness, 192–3

horizontal option strategy, 65–6
human ability to influence events, 3–4

events beyond human influence, 4–6
human cognitive bias related to risk, 189–90
human error and misconduct, risk management

perspective, 13
human resource shortages as a risk factor, 113
Hurricane Katrina (2005), 7
Hyogo-Ken Nanbu earthquake (Kobe, 1995), 6–7

identifiable risks, diversifying exposure to,
11–12

If P&C Insurance, risk management, 215–23
import quotas, political risk factor, 113
influence matrix, 51, 157–9
information sharing within an organization,

190–1
innovation in the pharmaceutical industry, real

options logic, 92–5
institutional investors in the insurance market,

57–8
insurance market, 54–60

catastrophe bonds (cat-bonds), 57–8
contribution to economic efficiency, 55
institutional investors, 57–8
online platforms, 58
reinsurance market, 56–7
risk-linked securities, 57–8
securitization of risk exposures, 57–8
self-insurance, 58–60
single-parent captives, 59–60

insurance profession, risk management
perspective, 11–12

integrating risk management approaches, 15–16
integrative approach to risk management, 80–1

challenges faced by modern corporations,
115–18

dealing with uncertainty, 115–18
strategic perspective, 118
various types of risk, 112–16
see also enterprise risk management

integrative strategic risk management process,
202–11

interest rate exposures, 33–5, 40–4
causes, 40
corporate equity exposure calculation, 43
corporate value and the business cycle, 43–4
duration concept, 40–1
effects on net present value, 40–1
financial hedging, 105–8
interacting influences on, 45–6
interest rate gap risk, 42–4
interest rate sensitivity of corporate equity, 42
practical risk management, 40

interest rate gap risk, 42–4
interest rate swaps, 66–9
internal audit, role in ERM, 137–8
interrelated effects of different types of risk, 107–9
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interrelated risks, handling of, 180–7
inverse risk–return relationship, 18–21

key risk indicators, 167
knowledge and information sharing in

organizations, 190–1
Kobe earthquake (1995), 6–7

L. M. Ericsson
effects of exogenous hazards, 113–14
response to supply disruption, 168–9

lean management
operational risk concerns, 80
potential consequences of streamlining, 115–16
risk management perspective, 13

leptokurtic distributions, applicability in
catastrophe situations, 50

Long-Term Capital Management failure, 51, 120
longer-term perspectives on risk management,

109–12
Lundbeck, foreign exchange exposure, 100

man-made disasters, 4–6
market exposures

fat-tailed probability density functions, 50
leptokurtic distributions of extreme events, 50
managing complex exposures, 46–51
stress testing, 51–2
value-at-risk measure, 46–50

market-related risk exposure
capital market instruments, 69–73
derivative instruments, 60–7, 69
hedging possibilities, 54
insurance market, 54–60
overall corporate coordination, 73–5
quantifying risk effects, 53
risk-transfer expertise required, 73–5

market-related risks
hedging, 12
interacting effects, 45–6
types of risk, 33–5

Maxwell Group, diversion of funds, 8
McKinsey 7S model, 152
Metallgesellschaft, position on petroleum prices,

34–5
‘mindfulness’ state and risk responsiveness, 169
mindset, risk awareness and responsiveness,

167–9
multinational financial management, risk

management perspective, 12

NASA Columbia accident, 194–6
natural catastrophes, 4–7
net present value, 39

effects of interest rate changes, 40–1

Nike, risk monitoring, 197–8
Nokia

effects of exogenous hazards, 113–14
response to supply disruption, 168–9
risk of relocation, 160–1

non-life insurance
assessing company risks, 152–3
drivers for change, 149–50
industry threats and opportunities, 150–1
scenario planning, 162–6

Nørby Committee recommendations (2001),
120–1

normal distribution, validity in catastrophe
situations, 49–50

Novo Nordisk A/S
external venturing, 92–5
risk management set-up, 136

oil price hedging, airline industry, 108
operating exposures

foreign currency hedging, 104–5
foreign exchange risk analysis, 39
interacting influences on, 45–6

operational level issues, 203–6
operational risks, 78–9

consequences of lack of focus on, 123–8
perspective on risk management, 80–1
RME indicator, 24–5

opportunity-aware culture, 191–2
options contracts, 64–8
Orange County (Southern California), investment

loss and bankruptcy (1994), 8
organizational learning and continuous

improvement, 191
over-the-counter derivatives, 60, 64–5

Parmalat, forgeries and fraud, 9
performance

outcomes of effective risk management, 16–21
relationship to earnings variability, 16–21
RME correlation with, 25

PEST/PESTEL frameworks, 149–50
Piper Alpha explosion (1988), 6
political risks, import quotas, 113
Porter’s five-forces model, 82, 150–1
portfolio theory, 186
potential risk effects

CEO integrity and accountability issues, 7–9
corporate governance failure, 7–9
events beyond human influence, 4–6
global supply chain risks, 7
human ability to influence events, 3–4
magnitude of potential economic repercussions,

3, 4–6
man-made disasters, 4–6
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managing a diversity of risks, 15–16
natural catastrophes, 4–7
new areas of risk, 3
public awareness of risk, 3
significance of potential risks, 2–11
sources of economic disruption, 2–11

project management, risk management
perspective, 13

public awareness of risk, 3

quantifying risk effects, 53

R/R indicator, 208
real options

abandonment options, 85
and strategic exposures, 85–7
approach to management of strategic risks,

88–92
assessment of options, 90–2
changes in the business environment, 95–6
contracting options, 85
corporate structural flexibilities, 86–7
creation of real options, 88–90
deferral options, 85–6
definition of a real option, 81–3
expansion options, 85–6
external venturing example, 92–5
identification of potential real option structures,

86–7
limitations, 96
role in handling corporate exposures, 84
scenario planning, 95–6
strategic risk management structure, 96
switching options, 85
types of option structures, 85
valuation, 88

real options frameworks, 88–92
real options logic, 90–2

innovation in the pharmaceutical industry, 92–5
real options perspective

and strategic responsiveness, 81–3
dealing with the unknown, 169–73
strategic risk analysis, 169–73

regulatory requirements
impacts of corporate governance failures, 9–10
inhibition of innovation, 9–11

reinsurance market, 56–7
response capability and corporate culture, 187–98
risk

cognitive biases related to, 189–90
multiple conceptualizations of, 30–1

risk-aware and responsive mindset, 167–9
risk awareness, high reliability organizations,

192–3
risk-awareness culture, 187–98

risk-linked securities, 57–8
risk management

dealing with uncertainty, 115–18
enterprise risk management (ERM), 80
integrative approach, 112–15, 116
integrative risk management, 80–1
lean management perspective, 80
longer-term perspectives, 109–12
nature of, 1–2
operational risk perspective, 80–1
overall corporate coordination, 73–5
range of exposures considered, 76–8
real options perspective, 81–3
risk-transfer expertise required, 73–5
strategic risk factors, 77–8
strategic risk focus, 81–3
total quality management perspective, 80
traditional practices, 79

risk management approaches
drivers for a new risk paradigm, 120–3
strategic response capabilities, 121–3
see also enterprise risk management (ERM)

risk management effectiveness (RME) indicator,
21–30

risk management perspectives, 11–15
corporate strategy formulation, 13–15
diversifying exposure to identifiable risks,

11–12
enterprise-wide risk management, 13
finance discipline, 12
foreign exchange rate exposure, 12
formal risk management cycle, 12–13
insurance profession, 11–12
integrating various approaches, 15–16
lean management, 13
managing a diversity of risks, 15–16
market-related risk hedging, 12
multinational financial management, 12
project management, 13
six-sigma, 13
total quality management, 13

risk management practices, 123–8
drivers for risk management, 124
evaluating all corporate risk exposures, 127–8
hazards and financial risks, 123–4
lack of focus on operational risks, 123–8
lack of focus on strategic risks, 123–8

risk map, 156–7
risk-preparedness programmes, 196–8
risk–return relationships

effects of risk management, 18–21
inverse relationship, 18–21
perceptions of, 16–21
R/R indicator, 208

risk signals, significance of weak signals, 192–3
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risk-transfer instruments, role for real options, 84
risk-transfer markets

capital market instruments, 69–73
convergence between products offered, 74–5
corporate coordination of approaches, 73–5
derivative instruments, 60–7, 69
insurance market, 54–60
market-related risk exposures, 53
quantifying risk effects, 53
technical expertise required, 73–5
trading of underlying exposures, 54
various hedging possibilities, 54

RME (risk management effectiveness) indicator,
21–30

Sarbanes–Oxley Act (US, 2002), 121
effect on corporate risk-taking, 139–42
effect on R&D and innovation, 139–42

SARS (severe acute respiratory syndrome)
outbreaks (2003), 108

scenario planning, 52, 95–6
acknowledging uncertainty, 159–62
steps in the process, 162–6

securitization of risk exposures, insurance market,
57–8

securitization technique, capital market
instruments, 69–70

selectionism, dealing with the unknown, 169–73
self-insurance, 58–60
single-parent captives, 59–60
six forces diagram (Grove), 82–3
six-sigma, risk management perspective, 13
SOX see Sarbanes–Oxley Act (2002)
Stora Enso, enterprise risk management, 13
strategic approach to risk management, 118
strategic level issues, 203–6
strategic management process, risk perspective,

13–15
strategic planning, integration of ERM, 178–80
strategic responsiveness (strategic response

capabilities), 15, 121–3
identifying significant environmental changes,

82–3
model, 21
real options perspective, 81–3
requirement for, 81

strategic risk analysis
common risk management language, 153
complexity and uncertainty, 167–9
contingency planning, 167–9
dealing with the unknown, 169–73
environmental scanning, 146–59
handling different images of risk, 173–5
influence matrix, 157–9
real options approach, 169–73
risk awareness and responsiveness, 167–9

risk map, 156–7
scenario planning, 159–66
SWOT analysis, 14, 154–5

strategic risk factors, 77–9
strategic risk management

centralized risk management and decentralized
responsiveness, 202–15

dual aims of the process, 25–30
integration across all hierarchical levels,

202–11
integrative strategic risk management process,

202–11
limitations of a rigid ERM framework,

214–15
managerial roles in the process, 200–2
operational level issues, 203–6
organizing the risk management activities,

200–2, 211–15
risk management at If P&C Insurance, 215–23
role for real options, 84
role of operational managers, 200–2
strategic level issues, 203–6
tactical level issues, 203–6

strategic risk management focus, 81
identifying significant environmental changes,

82–3
strategic risks, 24

consequence of lack of focus on, 123–6,
127–8

stress testing, 51–2
supply chain risks, 7

potential consequences of streamlining, 115–16
switching options, 85
SWOT analysis, 14, 154–5

tactical level issues, 203–6
terminology, common risk management language,

153
total quality management

operational risk concerns, 80
risk management perspective, 13

transaction exposures
foreign currency hedging, 104–5
foreign exchange risk analysis, 39
interacting influences on, 45–6

translation exposures, foreign exchange risk
analysis, 39

Treadway Commission (US), 121
trial-and-error learning, dealing with the unknown,

169–73
Turnbull Report (UK, 1999), 120–1
Turnbull Review Group, 121

uncertainty in risk management, 115–18
clan control, 181–2
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risk awareness and responsiveness, 167–9
role of a supportive corporate culture,

181–2
strategic risk analysis, 167–9

unknown factors in the environment
cyclical experiential learning, 169–73
experimentation and selectionism, 169–73
real options approach, 169–73
trial-and-error learning,

169–73
unpredictable and unrelated risks, handling of,

180–7
upside potential of risk, enhancing, 21–7,

30–1

value-at-risk measure, 46–50
value-chain analysis, 152
value chains, potential consequences of

streamlining, 115–16
vertical bull spread, 65–6
vertical option strategy, 65–6
Volkswagen, currency exposure, 37–8
VRIO framework, 152

weak risk signals, significance of, 192–3
World Trade Center attacks (September 2001), 6,

184–5

zero-cost cylinders, 65
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